PO Box 222, Kauneonga Lake, NY 12749

NYSBOC BOARD OF DELEGATES MEETING
DATE: December 5, 2014

LOCATION: Newburgh, NY

* President Ed Cusato called the meeting to order at 9:30 AM
* Pledge of Allegiance
* Moment of silence for deceased members
* A roll was called and the following were present: Mr. President we have a quorum.

Name
President
1st Vice President
2nd Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Historian
Past President
Capital
Capital
Central
Columbia

Name

Cusato, Edward
Gilhooly, James
Bailey, Jim
Gettel, BJ
Scarson, Doug
Schwartz, Mark
Morganson, James
Cordell, Robert
Griffith, Roger (A)
Cusato, Ed
Ferratto, Edward

Name

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Ricotta, Sam
Kinizzo, Tom (A)
Keeler, George
Couse, Jerry

1

Theriault, Rick
1

1

Williams, John
Vieni, Charles (A)

Rech, Terry

1

Morris, Pat

1

Corrao, Tom

1

Kernan, Jim (A)
Scarson, Doug(A)
Malitino, Michael

1
1
1

Rank, Kevin

1

Koloski, Stan (A)

Finger Lakes

Bailey, Jim
Cichetti, Wayne (A)
Mid Hudson
Thompson, Bruce
Mohawk Valley
Kernan, Ruth
Monroe
Bowers, Don
Nassau (BIANCO) Bonnie, Robert
Falmigetti, Eric (A)
Niagara
Bleichfeld, Rich
Metzger, Dave (A)
Northern
Adirondack
Randig, Ed
Ontario
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Stine, Rich (A)
Drexler, Rob
Haramis, Stephen
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1
1
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Rockland
Southern Tier
St. Lawrence
Suffolk
Tri County
Westchester
WSTB
Yates

NYS DOS
NYS DOS
Log Editor
Past Pres
Past Pres
Past Pres
ICC

Berrios, Ruben
Cross, Brent

Buckley, Thomas
Ezell, Kevin

Knickerbocker, Wm (A)

1

Tuttle, Timothy
Donnelly, Joseph
Mekulik, Don
Smith, Joe (A)
Blasi, Frank

1
1
1
1

Frabrizio, Edward
Jaques, Eugene

LaBarbera, Chuck (A)
Lyon, Bruce
Total Delegates
Total Attendees

1
1
21
54

Monaco, John

Addario, John

1
1
1

Nemeth-Weisser, Julie
Bradshaw, Eric

Piester, Ron

Eberhardt, Jim
Casella, Dan
Gregory, William
McDaniels, Steve
Drexler, Rob
Morganson, James
Attendees

Orr, John (A)

1
1

1
1

Tarchine, Ralph

Hunter, Steve

Maldonado,B (A)
Testa, Michael
Pacanowski,
James

13

1
1

9

Nichols, Dan

1

Flanigan, John
McCabe, Dennis
Chicon, Wayne

1

1

Jacobski, Wm

Harris, Dottie

1

Maher, Tom

Copp, Wm. Scott
Kiebel, Ron
1

Platt, Richard

1

Piester, Ron

1
1

1
5

2

4

No Guests were present.
Secretary’s Report: BJ Gettel
A motion to approve the September meeting by Bob Bonnie & Gene Jaques, Agreed and carried.
Presidents Report: Ed Cusato
President Cusato thanked the Tri County Chapter for being the hosts for the delegates meeting and
the hospitality from last night. President Cusato recognized James Morganson as the newest
member to the ICC. We have had meetings with the DOS that will play into the committee report.
Ron & I have been to the Code Council hearings as well as public hearings. I do have a
submission for an honorary membership from the Mid Hudson Valley Chapter of NYSBOC for
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Glenn Gary Sneyd. Wayne Cichon stated it is customary to read the resolution. Ed read the
resolution. Wayne informed the Board that Mr. Sneyd was always there for the chapter and
helped over the years.
Treasurers Report: Douglas Scarson
The financial reports are up here and the proposed budget. Chapter Reimbursement form need to
be filled up and they can be emailed back to me by January 31st. Motion to approve Kevin Ezell,
Jim Bailey. Agreed and carried.

Committee Reports:
Annual Business Meeting Conference: 2nd Vice President, Secretary, & John Williams - President,
Central Chapter
Jim Bailey: Had discussions with John Williams and Kevin Ezell. We will be meeting with the
Vernon Downs folks. This is very preliminary. Taking advantage of the ICC chapter benefit for
the education. We have a full report at the next meeting.
Ambassadors Report: John Flanigan
Members, who as individuals, can represent this organization. Qualifications include length of service,
committee memberships, office holders and persons with experience in many disciplines (Building/Fire).
It shall be the goal of any ambassador to develop relationships with other Chapters, State Organizations
and elected officials. A list of all our associates should be established and a continual upgrade should
be done as the Ambassadors reach out.
The ICC Convention was very well represented on our behalf. Everyone seemed to have a great
time. I was not able to make the Eastern States meeting. That was a telephone meeting. New
Jersey dropped out on Eastern States along the lines that they would drop out if we would drop
out. The reason on our own behalf is that we do not send anyone to the conferences. The next
meeting of Eastern states is next Tuesday and I will be there. There is a Board opening.
I will be at the Association of Towns Conference in February.
Building Log: Jim Eberhardt & ?
The “Log” will serve as the “Official” source of all NYSBOC news and publications. Beyond that, the
“Log” committee will act as Press Secretary to the NYSBOC community. They will insure that any time
the Organization is mentioned in a part of the State, the story will be repeated in print across the State.
Individual stories will become State wide press releases to promote the goodwill done by NYSBOC
Members.
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I sent it out to be loaded up on the website. There are 22 pages of interesting articles and
pictures. Thanked everyone for the submissions.
Bylaws: Jim Bailey & BJ Gettel
Maintain and update the policy and procedures for the organization.
Bailey: There has been one submittal since our last meeting. Read below:
Proposed Amendment 2015 #1, proposed by Dan Casella
Presented at the December 6, 2014 Delegates meeting.
Revision(s) are highlighted in red, as follows;
ARTICLE VI – MEETINGS
Section 1. Annual Meeting.
(a) There shall be an annual meeting of the Corporation held between the first day of
September and the first day of November, such meeting to take place within a centralized location during
election(s) years for Office, within the region of the following counties; (Delaware, Greene, Schoharie,
Sullivan, and Ulster commencing in 2016. During non-election years an annual business meeting shall be
conducted within each of the following three (3) geographic county region areas of the State of New York
on a rotating basis starting with Region 1 in 2011, Region 2 in 2012 and Region 3 in 2013:
Region 1 – Allegany, Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Erie, Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, Niagara, Ontario,
Orleans, Seneca , Wayne, Wyoming, and Yates.
Region 2 – Broome, Cayuga, Chemung, Chenango, Cortland, Delaware, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis,
Madison, Oneida, Onondaga, Oswego, Otsego, Schuyler, St. Lawrence, Steuben, Tioga, and Tompkins.
Region 3 – Albany, Bronx, Clinton, Columbia, Dutchess, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Greene, Hamilton,
Kings, Montgomery, Nassau, New York, Orange, Putnam, Queens, Rennselaer, Richmond, Rockland,
Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie, Suffolk, Sullivan, Ulster, Warren, Washington, and Westchester.
(b) The location of the annual meeting shall be subject to the following conditions:
1. In accordance with Article Vl-Meetings, Section1 ,(a), member chapters wishing to host the annual
meeting shall submit, in writing, their desire to act as host chapter. The chapter must include with its letter
of intent, a listing of recommended meeting sites capable of accommodating the meeting. This must be
received prior to the June meeting preceding the annual meeting.
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2. The Board of Delegates shall select a host Chapter at the preceding Annual Meeting from among those
submitted. Consideration shall be given to any acceptable submittal, from a chapter not previously
selected.
3. In the event that no Chapter from a specific region elects to host the annual meeting, the Board of
Delegates shall be empowered to select a site from within the region, and act as host with the executive
board.
4. The duties and the responsibilities of the host chapters shall be established by the Board of Delegates
and a NYSBOC Hospitality Committee shall be appointed and established with approval by the Board of
Delegates that shall be made available to said selected Chapter, who will assist and formalize all hospitality
and social arrangements.
(c) Written notice of the annual meeting shall be given to each member in good standing by the Secretary
not less than ninety (90) days prior to the date of such meeting.

The text in black is what is currently in the by-laws today. The red is what is being requested to be
changed. What this proposal is saying that on the year that an election is be held that the ABM be
held in a central location of New York. Dan specified certain counties. Than on non-election
years it would go back to rotating between the regions.
John Flanigan: This is very confusing.
Ed suggested that it be sent back to make it clearer. Don asked the secretary what the outcome
was to the survey about this subject that was sent out once already. BJ replied with yes and the
members did not mind going to the various locations/regions but wanted a more centralized
location for the delegates meeting.
Don Mekulik made a motion to disapprove the proposal as written, Kevin Ezell 2nd the motion.
Discussion: Wayne Cichon recommended that it be brought back to the chapters. For many of us
this is the first we are seeing the language. Before we answer, we owe it to our members to
discuss.
Bob Cordell: We cannot do anything until the annual meeting.
Jim Bailey: We have presented this one in the past and it is somewhat confusing. We decided to
get this out early to get this addressed. The deadline for this would be June.
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Jerry Couse: This was discussed at great lengths at Slingerlands in June. This has to come to a halt
and either approve or deny it. How many times are we going to re-write this thing?
Ed they have the right to submit it as often as they want.
Sam Ricotta: Changed from 5 to 3 regions. This allowed for a more regional approach to the
annual meeting. It keeps coming back. I don’t know why we need to create a sub geographical
region for just the elections. I think what you are doing you are eliminating the ability for chapters
to actively participate. That was part of the rational reason for going to 3 regions.
Jim E.: We went from 4 to 3 regions because of this factor.
Bob Bonnie: One of the problems was a swing on the contested elections. It costs you a small
fortune. However if were to hold an annual meeting in Montour Point, 90% of the people
wouldn’t be able to do it. You can’t have an election in the far corners of the state. We did not
think about his when we first set up all the regions. All this thing is saying is that we get to share
the ABM all around the state but on an election cycle it should be in a central location so that
everyone can attend and participate. Otherwise we need to go to an electronic voting throughout
the state.
John Orr: This is 2014 and we have quite an extensive financial capability here. Where are we on
electronic voting? Then every member has the capability. This whole thing stems around voting.
We should be spending our time on that. This way every member has the capability of voting.
Sam Ricotta: The location is brought up a year in advance, the delegates have the ability to vote on
this. If it was too remote, too expensive, too whatever, then the delegates should not have voted
unanimously for it. This body is supposed to dealing with the operation and function of the
organization.
Steve McDaniels: I looked in the by-laws, according Article X, Section 2:
Section 2. Amendments.
(a) These By-Laws may be amended at any annual or special meeting of the Corporation, by a threefourths (3/4) vote of the voting members present, provided that a quorum is present. Notice of any
proposed amendment shall be mailed to the Secretary of each affiliated recognized chapter for further
publication to their respective memberships no less than thirty (30) days prior to the date of such
meeting, or otherwise disseminated to the membership in a manner comparable to the Secretary’s
notification, as may be approved by the Board of Delegates. Notice of proposed change shall consist
of Selection No. Of Article No. And verbatim quote of contents of such section indicating matter
sought to be eliminated contained within opening and closing parentheses and new matter to be
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substituted to be underlined. It is hereby established that it is considered unnecessary to publish the
entire constitution and by-laws in order to effect a routine amendment.
(b) Changes may be made to any proposed amendments on the floor of the meeting without further
notice by a three- quarter (3/4) vote of the voting members present, provided a quorum is present.

I do not believe we have a right to approve or disapprove at this meeting because none of the
Chapters have received this. We can give suggestions.
Ed Cusato: Anything else on the discussion. All in favor to deny – agreed & carried.
Mark Schwarz: This is point of procedure. I have no side on this issue. I don’t think this is right.
Jim Bailey: I want to counter Steve. Is this considered a Special Meeting? Reply from the
delegates was NO. In the past we have gone through every meeting, some have been approved or
disapproved. By June we have them ready to be mailed to all the secretaries after the June meeting.
That is typically when they get verified.
Ed Cusato: As the By-Laws Chairman, is this a legal vote?
Jim Bailey: For a proposal, yes. I am not asking for an amendment change. As Don has stated
this is a proposal, are we going to accept this proposal or send it back for revisions? Someone
stated that this is to confusing. If we deny it, it gives the author time to re-write it and submit it for
the next meeting.
Codes Coalition: Gene Jaques & John Williams
Comprised of NYS Fire Districts, NYS Fire Marshalls, NYSBOC, FASNY, & NYS Association of
Fire Chiefs
John Williams: Things are moving along. There have been grumblings. There is a group of
people that have come on board to support the 2015 codes. They will not be a part of the coalition.
The Governor wants this to happen. Will see what happens in June. The Identification issue came
about. We need to take these issues to Code Council. We will have a meeting in mid December.
Gene: We are moving forward very strongly on the 2015 Code. We appreciated Mr. DeLuca’s
presentation. He did a great job.
Code Development: Steve McDaniels & Kevin Ezell
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2015 is the time to expand NYSBOC’s role in Code Development. To that end, I ask that we keep the
existing subcommittee structure in place. That group will establish a format to continue dialog about
relevant Code issues. Must have direct access and the ability to monitor the latest in BSC & ICC Code
Development discussions.
Steve: From an ICC level - relatively slow in ramping up. Kevin has done a lot of work on the
residential side. So we will not have a lot of proposals to be submitted. A lot of our work will be done
when we get the remainder.
Jim E: Do we risk anything in holding back.
Steve: We want to submit code changes that are good, that will be successful and show that we are
leaders. This is our first real go around with the committee and feel that it going real well.
Kevin E: CdpAccess will be used to put the code changes together and see what everyone has to say.
Steve: From the NY side, the truss side, part 1265. I need input on the 1265 from the members. I
posted something on the forum and have received zero response. My intention is to compile a list and
distribute.
Jerry Couse: I just want to say when you go on the State website you need to spend a couple of days to
find it. I just recently did it.
Sam Ricotta: It is one of the worse piece of legislation that has come across our desks.
Dottie: It was strictly from the Nassua County Fire Marshal.
Ed Cusato: Need your opinion
Steve: It is a piece of Sh…. Only incompetent firefighters will need a sticker on the outside to identify
a building. The same people are pushing for the 2015 code where it says that you should sheet rock to
cover that construction. I have asked our attorney to look at this to look at it being pulled.
Ed: So it can be pulled?
Gene: One of the problems that I have with the whole thing is notifying the fire chief. I know how
Orange County works. The 911 dispatcher is where the information should be stored.
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Steve: the push for the 2015. Personally I am torn. Do we adopt with no revisions. I have some
caution to that and Appendix J would go away. Will have to wait and see.
John Flanigan: Trusses – anything that was built within the 10- 12 years, you need to assume they are
there. At the last Code Council Meeting it was standing room only and they were out in the hall even,
the topic was sprinklers and there are a lot of lobby groups out there.
Bob Bonnie: This is a Nassau County Fire Marshall only. They operate entirely on their own. It was
not BIANCO.
Education Committee: Mark Schwarz, Jim Gilhooly & Sam Ricotta
As a priority overseeing the Continuing Education Credits and ensuring new opportunities to improve
course material, availability, and advancing recognition of the value of in-service credit hours.
Coordinating educational opportunities, with architects, engineers and industry.
Mark Schwarz: reminder to your Chapters. They can go to the Code Council Hearings and receive 1
hour of education. Not everyone knows this. Otherwise I will defer to the Dept of State.
Emergency Management/CEDAR Team: Dan Casella - Chairman, Eric Bradshaw – Vice Chairman
& Liason
Promote & complete the true implementation of the CEDAR program and continue to develop partnerships
within the Emergency response structure. Serve and an advisory position to DCEA policy making for the
betterment of the organization.
Eric Bradshaw: I want to talk about the events that have unfolded up in Buffalo/Erie County. We
were monitoring what was going on. We did put out emails looking to see who would be available
but made it clear that there had not been a request. We got 68 responders responded from 25
counties with NYC and Tyler County, PA and 18 were located within 2 hours from the area.
Ground was fairly dry, building damage did happen. The last report I have is that over 1300
buildings had been looked at with a little over 360 buildings have some level of damage. The
system worked like we thought it should. CEDAR continues to be a viable State function. Even
John Addario went and spent the night. I thank those that did respond. The equipment van was
manned and offices were manned as well. We did send a thank you afterwards.
Ed Cusato: Thanked the State for taking a proactive approach.
Chuck LaBarbera: We did have fun. NYC sent people to work with us for about 3 days. A lot of
sheds and barns were damaged. There was structural damage. Now we are trying to address clean
up.
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Eric Bradshaw: The society of professional engineers offered assistant. There was a State presence
for a week that was nice to see and have.
Jim E: Thought we would have had more, especially with solar arrays and the weight. In our area
it was nice to see the upper level people poised and very well organized. I want to thank BJ for her
assistance. She new exactly who to call and explained how it would work. The weakest links were
the ones that fell. The old, old wood trusses and things like that. Anything that had a weak point in
the roof system fell. It was fun and an experience. I learned a lot.
Sam: We had hardly anything.
Jim E: At one point I had looked out back for my above ground pool and we could not see it. That
is how much snow we had received and now we have no snow and none of the ski areas were hit.
Doug: Are we always going to follow the state fire people?
Eric: They are staffed better and the requests that are needed.
Ron Piester: There are protocols that all state agencies are required to follow. Our trigger is to
provide assistance through the County EOC. Your municipality must request us. We are following
a specific protocol and we have accepted this.
Eric: We were stood up on Tuesday. Your municipality would not be appreciative to send you to
an EOC and sit around and do something. You would not have been able to get out there. Roads
were not open yet. We were prepared to respond. If I had gotten a call to assist Jim on Wednesday,
he would have had people there on Thursday. Our office was up and running.
Ed: The nice thing about this is that this organization was ready to go whenever they call us. Nice
tribute to ourselves.
Jim E: I have to say that the firefighters were out there and assisted. They are volunteers. Local
snowmobile organization assisted as well. Had plenty of EMS stuff and thankfully not many fires.
That was part of the effort that went on.
Ed: Real quick comment….I was in Albany and saw all the snow plows and state fire trucks
coming back with zodiacs.
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Chuck: There was nothing anyone could do until the roads were open. I never thought that I would
need CEDAR. My office was closed a week. It was nice to know that CEDAR was there and the
volunteer fire departments were exceptional. The storm came so fast and melted just as fast.
Didn’t get the rain they expected.
Jim Bailey: My municipality sent a couple of public works trucks but the roads were closed.
Ron Pieter: We had a debriefing on this. We emphasized the making of the statutory proposal of
the authority.
Ed: If there is anything that we can do to push that along. Please let me know.
Eric: We had to get the information out early. Need the legislation real bad.
Ed: At the Part 1208 hearing that was one of the points including the disaster training in the
regulations.
Events, Association & Conferences: John Flanigan
Combine the Association of Towns, Conference of Mayors, and Eastern State reports as time sensitive
presentations. Only active subjects will be discussed as they relate to the Delegates Meeting calendar.
John: The big question is Association of Towns: It is time for me to put in the registration. Then the
question came up how safe is it going to be in Time Square. Eastern states - NJ backed completely
out. Are we going to stay in there or back out? There is a meeting next week in the Burlington, MA.
Things have not been that great seeing how we do not send anybody or a very few to the conference.
Where do we want to go? I would be willing to stick it out for a year. I would make the point that the
annual meeting is in New Hampshire at the end of April and I do not see many or any of our people
attending for schooling. I need some direction. Financially they are not in good shape. Last year
there were only 78 people that are members. The down fall seemed to happen when we picked up
those extra states 5 years ago; Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, etc. We haven’t seen Mass. in 2
years, now all of a sudden they see there is a problem going on and a few have stepped up to the plate.
I would be happy to stick it out with them.
Ed: We are technically supposed to host that conference in 2016?
John: Yes
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Sam: Eastern States Building Federation was put together to serve as a mechanism by which to get
training. New York State and the training that we provide here in New York far exceeds anything that
Eastern States or any other state can offer. They offer nothing to us. That is why we don’t participate
other than the people that have an obligation to them. I am trying to explain it. We have an alliance
with an organization who acted based upon something that we said or indication that we were going to
do. That is why New Jersey withdrew from them. We have a long standing relationship with the folks
down in New Jersey and I think we should live up to our word and they did what they said they were
going to do based on something that we said we would do.
Sam made a motion that NYSBOC withdraw from Eastern States Federation and 2nd by Gene Jaques.
.
Steve McDaniels – would this require a bylaws change?
Ed Cusato: Yes but technically we could drop out now but officially we could not without the bylaw
change.
Jim Gilhooly: read ARTICLE II - PURPOSE AND METHODS OF ATTAINMENT
Section 1. Purpose.
The purpose of this Corporation shall be:
(a) to cooperate with and assist the Eastern States Building Officials Federation, the International Code
Council, the ICC North East Regional Coalition, the New York State Conference of Mayors and Other
Municipal Officials, the New York State Assessors’ Association, Council of American Building
Officials, the Fireman’s Association of the State of New York (FASNY), the New York State Fire
Marshals and Inspectors Association, the New York State Fire Districts, the New York State Fire Chiefs
Association and the Association of Towns of the State of New York, or similar organizations and
approved by the Board of Delegates, in achieving their aims and ideals to the extent same shall not be
inconsistent with the purposes herein expressed;
Bob Cordell: Is there anything in the bylaws requiring us to be members of that organization? If there
is not then we can cooperate and assist them without being a member.
Jim Gilhooly: Under Methods of Attainment
(h) by enrollment with the following affiliates: the International Code Council, the ICC North East
Regional Coalition, the Eastern States Building Officials Federation, the Association of Towns of the
State of New York, the New York State Conference of Mayors and Other Municipal Officials, the New
York State Assessors’ Association, Council of American Building Officials, the Fireman’s Association of
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the State of (n)New York (FASNY), the New York State Fire Districts and the New York State Fire
Marshals and Inspectors Association.
Sam: Amended the motion: with the recommendation for bylaw change at the next ABM.
Wayne Cichon: I currently fill the vacancy. I was in the meeting on the phone with you. They were
not aware I was there. They moved and made Mr. Wentmore the executive Vice President of the
Organization. That is a political figure for the organization to operate correctly and perform certain
functions. This is another gentleman that is not New York friendly. There are a few things that you
need to think about. With New Jersey leaving and the term that I am in right now is done December
31st. So you would have to declare if you are going to replace that person and who that person is
going to be. That is one spot. With the vacating of that office two things happen here: 1) New Jersey
was in front of us for the conference but when they withdrew from the organization that moved us up
to sponsor the 2016 conference. 2) Who is going to do that for New York? That person is going to be
expected to help and assist with that 2016 conference.
Our success, meaning NYSBOC, is how we run and embrace our training for ourselves. That is part
of the down fall to Eastern States. Our success is what took it away from them. Think about it 15 -18
years ago the only place you could go to get training was where? You were going to go to a
NYSBOC Conference, Fire Marshals Conference or Eastern States Conference. That’s all that there
was. Now that the Chapters have picked up and shared the burden, again our success was the
beginning of their down fall.
Me, personally, I cannot sit in a room where I know that there are characters there that are going to
perpetuate a negative flow. No matter how much work you put in or no matter how many people I can
convince right here its okay so let’s go do this and make this happen. If I have other powers that I
have no control over working against me in the background, why am I there doing it?
Gene Jaques: Don’t forget that region tried to throw us out a couple of years ago.
Wayne: That comes into a bigger conversation than what we are having. We are just trying to nail
down the Eastern States side of it right now.
Ed: Sam, what kind of agreement did NYSBOC make with New Jersey?
Sam: It was not an agreement, it was a discussion that took place. They understood what was going
on just like Wayne was saying. The nucleolus of representatives of the New England States basically
have kindest disregard for New York or New Jersey. That was evident. We recognize this and we
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were shunned. As that discussion continued with New Jersey, by the same token, we had to agree
with them. Not a formal agreement.
Wayne: At the end of the day not matter who we put in those places and no matter how we do that job,
until they get together and change their motto on how they operate and what their goals are, we are
going to fight that battle. It is not just that battle that how much work a John Flanigan or Wayne
Cichon does or anybody else that is there doing a job but you are also fighting all that history. Where
does this animosity come from? I don’t get it. There is no good reason. I think we are going to be
running into road blocks. This is different from my conversation the other day with the President
about how I really felt. I was a proponent of let’s give it a year, what’s it going to hurt. Maybe it will
be okay. Because of New Jersey removing itself, we were sending 2 people and now Mass sending 3
so there is a spirit of the structure of influence. New Hampshire will be sending just 2 people where it
used to be 5. Vermont kind of different, structure is different, they will be sending 1, Rhode Island
will be sending 2. Connecticut used to send 1 and now will be sending 2. Some of that animosity is
still there.
John Fl: The last good conference was in Rhode Island 5 years ago.
Wayne: Do we give it another year? Is that reality? Who is going to take that responsibility? They
will be looking for answer on Thursday and is that person going to be able to run that 2016 conference
for them. Just be aware it is just you are saying a year, you are saying two years. You need to think
about it. The way it works is that you work all the way through 2015 to make something happen in
2016. You are committing to a year and a half. Or can NYSBOC walk up to the podium and say
NYSBOC is willing to give a year’s worth of help to get your model changed to look at what you are
doing under the educational benefit but in no means can we fill the spot with that executive seat that is
missing that is for that person that is responsible for running the conference in 2016. We just can’t do
that. If you do that portion where you are saying that we are not putting someone in there that is going
to leave the devices to appoint somebody to fill that vacancy, I begin to send a message that from what
I am hearing is leave the organization. It is your call. New York is a charter member.
Dottie: They are the second oldest chapter in the country.
Wayne: This is one person’s opinion. Under the Region 6 information that I have been receiving
clearly some of the factions in there state they want to concentrate of code development. And they
don’t want to be so much a politically involved organization vs. code development organization. How
many people do they send? You probably can get the numbers on that. But when you start looking at
things but here is the other caution that I will give you and you need to think about this on the national
level, if NY walks away right now, is that going to be viewed somewhere else in the nation, to the
other affiliations that we have throughout the nation that New York is looking at a power grab to be
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one of the big horses that drives code development on let’s say just the east coast. You are joining
forces in another region whether you are a part of that chapter or not. How are you going to be
viewed?
Gene: That is how we are viewed.
Ed: that region conversation is going to continue down the line.
Joe Smith: Do we stay or do we go? How do you feel? That is what the membership wants to know.
John Flanigan: I am balancing both ways.
Wayne: I feel the same way. There are advantages to both sides.
Joe Smith: With the proposal that we have here can we vote on it at the March meeting and not wait
until the ABM. Getting this information out to all the members.
Bob Cordell: Can you make the March Meeting a special meeting and put it out this way.
Gene: We made a commitment to the 2106 conference. What do we look like going in saying yes and
then back out. We look like idiots. Let’s just get out.
John Flanigan: We had talked about moving that conference to Albany. Even the New Jersey folks
came and looked at Albany. It never came to be.
Frank Blasi: We should think carefully about this. We don’t want to be forced into something that is
not good for the organization.
Wayne Cichon: About the conference,
John Flanigan: We have passed a conference before.
Jerry Couse: Do we have to fill Wayne’s slot?
Ed Cusato: We don’t have to do anything.
Kevin Rank: How many people went the last time? We spent over $3000 to Eastern States last year
and what did we get out of it?
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James Morganson: These are 4 -5 week’s worth of discussions. From the time I went to bed till now
Wayne has turned completely around and its more of a discussion about 3 separate things in my
opinion. First is moving to region 7 and formalize a relationship with New Jersey. We should look at
them a little more positively then what we have been.
Ed Cusato: Kevin asked a specific thing. When the contingent went down to Eastern States the last
time what did happen?
James Morganson: I don’t know what the $3000 was for, I used my money from Northern Adirondack
to pay for my expenses. We got training out of it. Please let me finish. Formalize a relationship with
New Jersey should be viewed as a positive. Secondly, make a decision on what we are doing. And
finally, again a little selfishly for me is that I go and say that I am your new guy. There is potential
benefit with having some type of relationship there. Where is the benefit to code development for any
of those people? I see heads shaking. Can we have the conversation on how do we formalize that
relationship?
Dottie: You can’t take the position on how the map is drawn.
Ed: right now I want to stay with Eastern States topic. I know it will keep blending in.
Gene Jaques: This organization or any other organization can ask to be moved. We may get knocked
out, we may get told no but you can’t say that we can’t do it.
Ed: We need to concentrate on what we do with Eastern States.
Tom Buckley: What I am hearing is that we need to make a decision by nest Thursday.
Ed: According to John we don’t need an immediate answer. There will be repercussions from this.
John Orr: I am hearing this for the first time today. Seems like we are reacting to some new people on
this board and some old people that have bad attitudes and it seems we are throwing the baby out with
the bathwater. I don’t know if we want to make a knee jerk reaction at this point or take a back seat
into committing to something that we cannot commit to do in the long run.
Wayne: One of the decisions that they made was they were going to go to a centralized location for
the conference. That is the proposal that is in front of the Board for Thursday. They are looking at a
bylaw change as well.
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Frank Blasi: Your opinion on moving it around or not.
Wayne: They need a solid place. Believe it or not they need effort, money and people to get the
change done. I am not sure if we can effect a change. We should be able to tell them on Thursday if
New York is going to be a member or not. We should table this motion until we see what comes out
of this board meeting because maybe there will be things there that will change your opinion. They
are doing some major changes. Let’s see if any of this comes to light.
Ed asked BJ to repeat the current motion that was on the floor.
BJ: Sam made a motion that NYSBOC withdraw from Eastern States Organization.
Sam amended the bylaw change to add - pending a formal approval at the ABM or a Special Meeting
and 2nd by Gene.
Wayne: under discussion what does it take to table a motion.
Ron: Motion to table the motion to table takes a 2/3’s majority vote. The reason it takes a 2/3’s
majority vote is because there is no discussion on the motion with intent to table to stop discussion to
table to a point later in the agenda so that you can continue with business until you are ready to take
the motion up. So if you want to table to a future meeting a motion to table would be considered out
of order. You would actually want to introduce a motion to postpone to a date certain.
Ed: Thank you. Called for a vote on the motion.
Jerry Couse: Wants to see a show of hands.
Ed: 21 in favor, 7 opposed, 4 abstained. Motion passed.
Bob Bonnie: Motion to hold a special meeting in March, 2nd by Steve Haramis.
Discussion: Sam: That will require that this bylaw change be forwarded to all the secretaries of the
chapters. Who will do that?
BJ: I will once Jim and I make sure that this does not affect another section of the bylaws.
Jim E: Is there more than one item?
Ed: Yes. Agreed and carried.
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Frank Blasi: If the proposal goes through at the Special Meeting does that mean we completely
withdraw from Eastern States or just the removal in the bylaws?
Ed: That would mean that we completely remove from Eastern States completely.
Tom Corrao: If we do not vote to remove, then there would be no representation for New York?
Should we not appoint someone in the meantime?
John Flanigan said he will be there at the meeting.
Ed thanked John Flanigan.

ICC: Dottie Harris, Ron Piester, Rob Drexler, & James Morganson
James Morganson: Thanked everyone for their support. Thank you to everyone – This organization
has a tremendous thumbprint on the ICC organization. cdpAccess is what we need to get involved
with. By March you need to be a voting member.
Dottie Harris:
ICC Report
Preferred Provider Program - ICC Preferred Provider Program is designed to accomplish several
goals:
 Create an easily accessible network of extensive training opportunities from a variety of
educational resources;
 Provide access to quality training on specialty topics and building products that are beyond the
ICC core training programs;
 Provide increased quality and support for educational renewal requirements of the ICC
Certification Program;
 Enhance the relationship between ICC and educational Providers in support of building safety
and innovation in building products and construction practices; and
 Expand opportunities for maintaining high level of professional achievement demonstrated
through obtaining ICC certification.
Information can be found at: http://ppp.iccsafe.org/index.php/component/providerpage/
One of the Provider Categories is for ICC Chapters. The fee for chapters is less than any other provider
group at $200.
Full document can be found at:
http://www.iccsafe.org/Chapters/Documents/Preferred_Provider_Manual.pdf
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Changes in Chapter Benefit – Vouchers
 2015 Chapter Education Benefit (CEB) provides an education voucher (Voucher) to offer
additional flexibility and options to ICC Chapters (Chapter) for training opportunities.
o Chapters can use their Voucher to obtain training in one of two ways: 2.1 Obtain a oneday training through an ICC Preferred Provider* or
o Obtain one day of ICC training.
 Available ICC training will include an increased number of topics and options.
 Chapters may donate their Voucher to another Chapter; however, no more than three Vouchers
may be combined for a single training event.
 The Voucher is valid for one calendar year. It cannot be accumulated or carried over from one
year to next and expires December 31 of each year.
 The Voucher will be provided to Chapter upon verification of eligibility by ICC Member
Services Department (MS).
Additional Information can be found at:
http://www.iccsafe.org/Chapters/Documents/Chapter_Edu_Benefits.pdf
cdpAccess – All the codes are now available online
 Log in to cdpACCESS.com
 Click ‘Proposals’ at the top of the screen
 Click ‘ the green ‘Create a New Proposal’ button
To Import Code Sections from a Code Book
 Click ‘Add Existing’ in the left hand column.
 A window will pop up. Select a Book, Chapter, and Section. Book Part and Chapter Part will
become available if relevant.
 Scroll through the code sections available and check the box on the left hand side to select a code
section. You may also add Section titles and Chapter titles.
 Click ‘Add selected Sections to Proposal’ in the lower right corner.
 You may continue to add sections by selecting new Books, Chapters, and Sections from the drop
down menu
 When you have completed adding code sections, click the x in the upper right hand corner of the
pop up window to close it. You will be returned to your proposal.
To create new Code Sections
 Click ‘Add New’ in the left hand column.
 A window will pop up. Select a Book, Chapter, and Section. Book Part and Chapter Part will
become available if relevant.
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Scroll through the code sections and select the code section nearest to the new code section you
wish to add. For instance, to create 102.1.2, select 102.1.1.
Choose if you wish to create the content before or after the code section you have selected.
Click the ‘create new content’ button.
You may continue to add sections by selecting new Books, Chapters, and Sections from the drop
down menu
When you have completed creating new code sections, click the x in the upper right hand corner
of the pop up window to close it. You will be returned to your proposal.

To Edit a Code Section you have added to your proposal (new or existing)
 Click on the section number in your left hand column. The code text will load in the center
column.
 Click in the editor in the center column and make edits. The system will automatically create
legislative format for you, and display it in the right-hand column.
 If you wish to mark an entire code section for deletion, you may check the box in the upper right
hand corner of the center column.
 If necessary, select an instruction line in the upper right hand corner of the center column.
 Click the green ‘Save’ button.
 If you wish to preview the legislative format of your proposal, click the ‘Expand’ button in the
upper right corner of the right-hand column.
To re-order/rearrange code sections in proposal
 Click the yellow up/down arrows in the left-hand column
 Click and drag the code sections in your proposal to the correct order.
 Alternatively, change the numbers in the left column to match the correct order and click ‘Apply
New Order’ at the top of the screen.
 When you have finished reordering your proposal, click the x in the upper right corner.
To create your Reason, Cost Impact, Bibliography, and Reference Standards
Note: Please create your content in cdpACCESS. Do not copy and paste from programs like Microsoft
Word, as they may cause formatting issues.
 Click the ‘Reason/Cost Impact’ tab in the right hand column
 Click ‘Edit’ at the top of the page
 Create your content in the appropriate box. Note: Reason and Cost Impact are both required for
all proposals. Starting this cycle, substantiation of the cost impact statement is now required and
must be included as part of the submittal.
 Click the green ‘Save’ button at the bottom or top of the page when you are finished.
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To upload files and include images in your Reason statement
Note: Please indicate where you wish to insert images in your Reason Statement. Direct import of
images coming soon.
 Click ‘Attachments’ in the right hand column
 Cilck the green ‘Add Files’ button.
 Select files from your computer
 Click the ‘Start Upload’ button and wait for the uploads to complete.
To submit your proposal to ICC
 Click ‘Finalize and Submit’ in the right hand column.
 Optional: change your email address or indicate if you do not want your email address published
with your Proposal
 Enter your Employer Information
 Click on a Copyright Release, enter your name and the organization you represent, and check the
box to indicate you are signing the Release. Click ‘Save’ to sign the Copyright Release.
 Review all items in the Submission Checklist. If any items are red, you will not be able to submit
the proposal.
 Click ‘Submit Code Change to ICC’.
Note: Once you have submitted your code change Proposal to ICC, you will not be able to make any
further changes to the Proposal. You may contact ICC staff at any time if you need to make updates.
Congratulations to those of you chosen to serve on a Committee – some of you might be in the
room!
Legislative/Technical Committee: Bob Cordell & Dottie Harris
Bob Cordell: Busy year. 2 pages worth, I am not going to read it all. Just going to hit the highlights.
We got the code books, Senator Betty Little won ICC Policy Maker of the Year.
2014 was certainly a busy year. You will find below our end of year Legislative Report.
Accomplishments
 An appropriation was approved in the 2014 NYS Budget as well as language in the five year
plan for sustained funding in the 2015 and 2016 budget cycles to provide codes for every
certified code enforcement official in the state as well ICC memberships for every jurisdiction.
o 1069 signatures on Code Coalition Letterhead were submitted to the Senate, Assembly
and Governor’s Office in support of the above.
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o Form letters were prepared and circulated to Code Coalition members around the State.
As a result, over a hundred letters were submitted to Senate, Assembly and the
Governor’s Office
Senator Betty Little was nominated by NYSBOC and the entire Code Coalition as ICC Policy
Maker of the Year Award. She won the award and even traveled to Ft. Lauderdale to receive the
award. The award honors the Senator for her ongoing support of local government officials and
advocacy efforts to secure appropriations to pay for code books for code officials in New York
State. She also is a longtime supporter of Building Safety Month and has introduced a Senate
Resolution commemorating the Month.
With the assistance of Senators Skelos and Little, the nomination for code enforcement official
slot on the Code Council was removed before it was approved on the Floor. (Reason provided
was that any nominations for the code official slots should be vetted by NYSBOC and the Code
Coalition).
A Senate Resolution was passed commemorating Building Safety Month

Issues we weighed in on






Drafted letters in support of the following legislation:
o S.6254-A Carlucci/A.8644A Zebrowski - which would create the new crimes of reckless
endangerment of a peace officer, police officer, firefighter or emergency medical services
professional in the first and second degrees.
Drafted letters in opposition to the following legislation:
o S.4610A Young - which requires builders of one- and two-family dwellings having less
than 3 stories to provide buyers with information on the installation and maintenance of
automatic fire sprinkler systems. The reason for opposing was why legislation needed to
be introduced, passed and signed by the Governor which directs home builders to inform
their customers about safety aspects of building design or whether adding or subtracting
building products to a home. Additionally, there was little direction as to how would this
law was to be enforced. DOS BSC has just released the rules dealing with this law.
o S.6675 Martins/ A.1869 Shimel - which would establish notification requirements for the
use of truss type, pre- engineered wood or timber construction in residential structures so
that the fire entity with jurisdiction over the structure is aware of the type of construction
that was used and can respond accordingly in the event of a fire. The reason for opposing
was the fact it was code language which should go through the Code Council – the
statutory board charged with making changes to the code.
Working closely with the Build Safe NY Alliance in advocating for a code update – virtually unamended.
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On-Going
 Budget Appropriation for next round of funding for the 2015 Code Update. Senator Little stays
in the Senate Majority thankfully.
 Draft legislation has been prepared which would establish a statutory code update timeline tied to
a financial appropriation for codes (hard copy or electronic). We will be working with Senator
Little and an Assembly Sponsor to introduce this bill at the beginning of the 2015 Legislative
Session.
 Continue to work closely with Code Coalition and Build Safe NY Alliance on the code update
 Lobby Day – May 2015
 Monitor and advise on Code Council Appointments (letters to appointments office)
Membership & Recruitment Committee: BJ Gettel & Kevin Rank
As a goal, can we get at least one person from each Chapter to promote NYSBOC. Help coordinate an
effort to first account for and service our existing members while actively seeking new members. Be
responsible for the gathering of membership information and membership dues from each Chapter
yearly.
No Report
NYS Office of Planning & Development, Building Standards and Codes: Ron Piester
We are moving towards the 2015 Codes with minimal amendments. At the November meeting the
Code Council set a discussion meeting on technical discussion on these issues that we have not
gotten direction on. You know what they are; sprinklers, gas station modifications, and a handful
of others. We asked the Code Council for direction on what issues you wish to discuss. Assuming
that you don’t want to discuss individually our directive would be to go directly to the 2015
ICodes with the statutory standards. The date we asked the Code Council to give us those items
by is next Friday. So far, my understanding is that we have 2 items; residential sprinklers and gas
station fire suppression. There will be a meeting in January 12th. We are looking to move to
another venue due to occupancy capacity.
The Commercial Energy Code will go into effect January 1, 2015. This has been going on for a
couple of years. New commercial construction or renovations will have to comply. Check the
DOS Website for all updates and links. The information that the Code Council is discussing for
the Uniform Code is up on the website as well. ICC has allowed us to post a link for the codes that
we are willing to adopt. Any questions please contact of office.
There is a new Code Council Member to fill the Town vacancy and it is the supervisor of the
Town of East Greenbush. One of Code Council members has resigned as well from the City of
Syracuse. We are waiting to see who her replacement is.
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We continue to lose people in my office. We lost 5 more people. There are 2 more people that
will be retiring in the first half of the New Year. There is one new person. Matt Melay is the new
Deputy Secretary of State for the Office of Planning and Development. We have had a very good
start to our relationship, very energetic, very proactive and very interested in knowing more about
NYSBOC. We consider that a positive development.
Truss Law that went into effect. It is important that you know at the last Code Council meeting,
the legislature created this law and the Governor signed it and it required the Code Council to act
on it and adopt by emergency rule a regulation and effective January 1 2015 on truss identification.
That is up on the website as well.
There is another regulation that we are working on, drafted and ready to go. This is in response to
another law that will now allow for the manufacturing and display of sparklers. The new law
allows counties and cities except the 5 boroughs of NYC to create a local law to allow sparklers to
be sold, displayed and used. We had to create a regulation that will allow for that. The thing that
happened was we could not act on it because the Governor had not signed the bill into law. The
new law goes into effect on December 21, 2014. The first action is that the city or county has to
adopt the local law. You will see a regulation on this new use on the agenda.
Jim E: Who enforces the truss law?
Ron: It will be a regulation.
Kevin Ezell: Is this for all new permits or all new C & O’s? So if a house that was permitted back
in 2014 will it need one?
Ron: It will be proactive from January 1, 2015.
Wayne Cichon: Anything new on the Plateau scenario.
Ron: This came up about a month ago. It originated in the Village of Ossining. It was an
enforcement action that was thrown out based upon the fact the Secretary of State doesn’t establish
a regulation identifying a time frame for when violations have to be rectified. We issued a
Technical Bulletin about three weeks ago clarifying the situation. It is on the website. If you have
any questions please feel free to contact me. We also developed a regulation that is forward to the
Secretary that would create a regulation on a minimum standard for the community to follow.
Will keep you posted.
Wayne Cichon: Anything that the organization can do to drive this forward?
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Ron: Certainly a letter will help or contact the DOS about the urgency of the matter.
Ed Cusato: We will send a letter.
LUNCH BREAK
John Williams: Mr. President, do we have a quorum seeing how some people have left?
Ed: It is the secretary’s opinion that we still have a quorum. Therefore we will continue.
John Addario: Part 1208 update – Public comment period ended December 1st. We have received
a dozen comments. We are working on assessing those comments and don’t anticipate any
problems.
As far as the Training Schedule the basic classes are on the website. We are updating the advance
in-service and basic training. We are still working on the updates.
We did update the websites with the conferences. In talking with State Ed, our courses are
approved for PE’s and RA’s. They need to print out there certificates through SLMS. If you print
out your own certificates and they need a disclaimer on the certificates. Please email me and I will
give you the disclaimer. Call our office first if you are having problems with SLMS.
Energy Code Update Course we are hoping to put on line as well by January 1st through SLMS or
NYSERDA. We are developing a 1 hour course on the new Part 1208.
Ron Piester: A couple of words before Dan talk. You have heard me talk at great length about the
urgency of getting involved cdpAccess and getting involved in the process. I made my staff go
through it. We now have a system thanks to NYSBOC and WAHO that submitted resolutions to
ICC, and I will never forget that, when they came in and do this. 10 years later it is here and
working. If you have questions my staff can help you. Now we are going to Group A this year.
The way to be part of the process is not to be on a subcommittee but through cdpAccess. It is a
real exciting time for us.
Dan Nichols: cdpAccess is remote voting and on-line voting. Understand that it is the whole
enchilada. It is on line today and it is running right now accepting your code change proposals.
People are talking about the code process on line. Group A changes have to be submitted by
January 8th. You could be submitting pool, plumbing, and fuel gas.
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How do you play? You must be a governmental member. How do you know if you are in? Go
onto the ICC Website and do a member search. In the state, we are committed to supporting the
initiatives that were started here. We can do a webinar for your chapters. Just get a hold of me.
We are just putting one together for State agencies that will give 200 votes alone. New York will
become a big voter as well.
Scholarship Committee: Tom Corrao – Chairman, Doug Scarson, & Wayne Cichon
No report
Ways & Means: Doug Scarson – Chairman, George Keeler, & Don Bowers
Any and all expenditures brought up on the floor to the Board of Delegates not covered within the
guidelines of the budget.
Doug: One thing, the 3 gentleman met and have approved an expenditure for John Flanigan for
the ICC, Ft Lauderdale Conference.
Website Management: Jim Bailey & BJ Gettel
Promoting, informing, and updating code enforcement officials through a means of the internet.
Please forward all conference dates and schedules to us.
Budget: Ed Cusato
Jim E: Requested that his line item for the log be raised. It helps with the travel expenses to go to ICC
and various conferences.
Doug: That figure at the bottom of the budget is what we take in from dues & the ABM income.
Typically we do not charge a lot of money for the educational portion of the ABM. We will need to
increase that figure for next year. The Executive Board met and decided to get a realistic budget. The
income is based on dues, ABM and the website sponsors.
Steve Hunter: Conference Expenses – You have consistently over in the past couple of years. Is that
number a realistic number or do you anticipate less spending?
Doug: We anticipate less spending. That is one of the areas we got hit by the hotel for a bill that we
were not aware of.
Don: I do know that when you start to negotiate for these conferences it is very critical on how you ask
for these packages to be put together. Doug & I have talked about this many, many times. When we
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refined it we had a hell of a time in Chautauqua with the hotel but the outcome was very significant and
easier on us. You must get the negotiations done.
Doug : Last year at the Conference of Mayors/Association of Towns we had more attending than in
previous years. This Board wants to hold the line.
Joe Smith: But you even dropped it from last year? Do you see yourself going to that point this year?
Ed: I think we are going to be alright but although we are going to bring a couple of people in because
we are having 2 classes that we are going to be presenting on NYSBOC’s behalf. It is not a State class.
I think that number will be alright.
John Flanigan: Ambassador was decreased by $500.
Ed: Somewhere down the line we are trying to stay under a reasonable line. Unfortunately we are
forced to do that. If we need to come back to the people then we can justify it. We have to start
looking at it somewhere.
John Orr: Where we decreased some of these line items and where we have to make a decision later,
who is making that decision?
Ed: Ways and Means Committee. And then it will be a motion after that and you folks will decide on
that at a meeting.
John Orr: If you have to make a decision in January and our next meeting is not until March what are
we setting ourselves up to?
Ed: Doug correct me if I am wrong but if we had left everything where it was we would be operating
in a deficit budget? We would be running over.
Doug: It was the feeling of this body not to do that.
John Orr: You have a good grey area of full of discretion.
Doug: I think you have to look at this budget as a guide line and then if we do go over on let’s say the
Ambassador line item, the Ways and Means Committee is entertaining a motion to increase that item
by $500 then that is what we do.
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Ed: This is your pleasure ladies and gentleman. This is a guideline and if you want this increased then
make a motion on each one to increase than that is what we do. It is what you guys want. That is what
we get.
Don: I think the prudent thing is that we have a reserve there in case we do need additional money that
can come out of that CD but we try to avoid that but it is there in case we need it. That is why it is
there.
Bob Bonnie: If you start with a budget already taking out of the reserve is not a good start. You are in
trouble. You have a budget that meets our income criteria is, that is your starting point. If you need to
increase over the course the year, then you increase it.
Ed: If the individual wants a particular line item raised, Jim help me out, do we put it to a vote?
Doug: Yes.
James Morganson: I have 2 questions. You have nothing in Membership Recruitment although it was
my understanding that was or your new Board’s preference to do a whole lot of membership
recruitment and you didn’t put a nickel behind this. Please explain that to me. I don’t see a nickel
there.
Ed: That is an important thing. That is a money matter not necessarily that we are able to increase the
membership in different ways through the class that we are doing at the Association of Towns. And
convincing them to have their people join NYSBOC and there are a number of ways.
Chuck LaBarbera: So those people recruiting are paying out of pocket for that to recruit?
Ed: Recruitment was a thing of the past. Not sure where that came from. Increasing the membership
has always been something that was discussed can be done in many different ways. One of the avenues
is going to be the presentations to the Association of Towns and Conference of Mayors. Numerous
places. Different line item.
Sam: But you just decreased the line item for Association of Towns.
Ed: But we still think that we can do it with that amount. I hope I am right.
Chuck: If not then you will be coming back asking for transfer and stuff?
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Ed: We would make a motion to increase. We need to start somewhere. If you think that some of these
items need to be raised then speak up and make a motion.
Jim E: Still there is still many years of profit. I have been a member for over 30 year. I remember
when there was $40,000 in the bank and here is it 10 -12 years later and we have. Some of the
guidelines have changed and the involvement on the national level has changed. Is this one of the years
that we should a potential over budget because we have money to work with?
Ed: We tried to set something that was going to work.
James Morganson: On the website committee, is that enough money? That is how we communicate
and our face to the public.
BJ: Yes
Jim B.: There is even a little cushion.
James: What about Code Coalition?
Gene Jaques: Yes that should take care of our needs.
Ed: I have to reiterate to everyone. I sent out several emails to everyone that is part of the committees
here and only 2 people got back to us to their opinion on their committees. I got no response from the
majority of them. Should I have reached out on phone calls knowing that I have sent this out to
everybody several times? I don’t think so. I am not picking on any one individual.
James: I would put the money back into the log. I will make a motion to accept this budget with the
additional money from last year number be put back into the Log. Second by Bob Bonnie.
Don: First of all you cannot have a budget that is more money than your income. That is fiscally
irresponsible and you have to be self sustaining. That is why the CD is there. If there is something that
occurs above and beyond the budget it will come out of that. As an accountant you cannot budget more
than your income. Your accountant will not like you.
Bob Bonnie: What is Management and General?
Doug: That is something that our accountant had us set up. It covers such things as meetings, food cost
for meetings, supplies for the secretary and myself, travel for the executive board, things that you don’t
see in other categories. If we were break these down we would have another 15 or 20 more line items.
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Sam: At each delegates meeting we should have an itemized list of expenditures.
Doug: There is a lot of work to this office and I am not complaining.
John Orr: It should not be on you making the decision it should be on the person submitting the
expenditure.
Doug: It basically, it is when they submit a receipt.
Bob Bonnie: Do we have an Audit Committee?
Doug: The Ways and Means Committee will be doing that in February before the 2014 submission to
the accountant’s office.
Jerry Couse: I have been a treasurer for my organization going on 15 years now. I know if I forget to
dot my I’s the accountant and auditors are on my butt something fierce. If our people are doing
something wrong here they will be nailed to the wall by an auditor or an accountant. I will end my
statement there.
Ruth Kernan: Rich Stine sent a memo to request to raise the delegate reimbursement to $50 per person
per meeting.
Jim Gilhooly: It is not in the budget for next year.
Ed: We can get an opinion out to the chapter to get an opinion.
Kevin Ezell: Just a side line. The Chapters are giving you money at a certain rate. I don’t like the idea
of giving money back. There is a cost to that. I really appreciate it getting money back.
Sam: Historically this was an insensitive to get delegates to the meeting.
BJ repeated the motion to accept this budget with the Log Item to remain the same as last year’s
number. Agreed and Carried.
Old Business:
Wayne Cichon: I am officially turning over the documents from the Election Committee. Here are the
records and the information along with the final report are now handed over to the Secretary as per the
bylaws.
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New Business:
Mark Schwarz made a motion for NYSBOC to become a Preferred ICC Training Provider, 2nd by Gene
Jaques. Agreed and carried. That will come out of the Management and General
Bob Cordell: What is the procedure for reimbursement for Fort Lauderdale.
Doug: I will give you a form.
Dan Nichols: Region 6 meeting was attended at Fort Lauderdale but the sediment was similar to Eastern
States. There has been some discussion about going to Region 7 and they have extended the olive branch.
We have invited us to attend the January meeting. I have spoken to several coalition members and we are
going down to check it out.
Jim E. Will ICC allow this?
Dan Nichols: Before we go ahead with the legal process we should have a friendly face to face meeting.
January 23rd is there business meeting in Hagerstown, Maryland.
Tom Buckley: Reuben Barrios had back surgery 2 months ago and we will send a get well.
Doug: Under the good and welfare we sent flowers to Scott Kopp’s mother’s funeral. There was a monetary
donation in memory of John W. Bill Deis, Mohawk Valley Chapter member.
Ed: We lose members and family every year. It is very important to me to let me know when we lose a
member and important for us to travel to pay our respect to deceased members.
Dottie: Things like that I need to know as well. We do a deceased member resolution each year at the
conference.
Ed: We need to set a meeting schedule for next year. Gene Jaques made a motion for the March Special
meeting and regular meeting to be held at the Garden Plaza, Washington Ave, Kingston, Frank Blasio2nd to
start at 9:30 AM.
John Flanigan made a motion to hold the June 5, 2015 meeting at the Slingerland Fire House to start at 9:30
AM, second by James Morganson by a show of hands 14 approve, 9 opposed. Motion passed.
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Doug Scarson made a motion to hold the December 4, 2015 meeting in the Rochester Area to start at 9:30
AM , second by Jim E. Agreed and carried.
Motion to adjourn by Sam and 2nd by Jim E. at 3 PM.
Next Meeting Date & Location:
March 13, 2015: Special and Regular Meeting, Garden Plaza, Washington Ave, Kingston
June 5, 2015: Slingerland Fire House,
September 9 – 11, 2015: Vernon Downs
December 4, 2015: Rochester Area
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